
Heiress 691 

Chapter 691 Molly gives Anthony proper burial after death 

Anthony still remembered when she left that day, Mavis smiled and wished him, "I also wish you a 

successful blind date." 

… 

Anthony stared at the screen of his mobile phone in a trance. Thinking about it now, Mavis' sudden 

resignation might have something to do with going home on a blind date. 

He quickly restrained his thoughts, tapped the screen and replied to the director. 

[Don't need to do that. When she settles her salary, she will pay as much compensation as she should 

according to the normal resignation procedures.] 

Director: [Mr. Anthony, she submitted her resignation letter, and her resignation statement included 

personal reasons. In this case, financial compensation should not be given.] 

Anthony: [I said, settle as normal.] 

A few simple words can make the director clearly feel his displeasure and majesty. 

The director replied in seconds, [Okay.] 

Deleting the chat box, Anthony was about to put down his phone when another text message popped 

up. 

It was from an unfamiliar number. 

[Mr. Callahan, I'm Nevaeh. Are you free at noon today? I want to invite you to dinner. Yesterday, 

because of my mood, my tone may have been a bit aggressive and my attitude towards you was a little 

unfriendly. I want to apologize to you in person. Is that okay?] 

Seeing the word "Nevaeh", Anthony frowned almost immediately, and the disgust in his eyes could 

hardly be hidden. 

He tapped the screen. Out of courtesy, he had to reply, [No time.] 

Nevaeh: [cry.jpg] 

Nevaeh: [Mr. Callahan, you're a gentleman. Please don't reject me. It's just a light meal.] 

[After I went back yesterday, my dad gave me a hard time. I apologize to you for my ignorance before. 

Would you give me a chance to explain it in person?] 

[My family is very strict in manner. If I don't see you, my dad will beat me to death!] 

The phone rang non-stop, and Anthony frowned as he read, getting a little annoyed by the noise. 

in front of Lyra. Except that, he was not a person most of 

was trying to blacklist the number of Nevaeh, a small head suddenly broke into his line of sight 



Molly who heard the constant ringing of his 

"Who is it?" 

and said the truth, "Nevaeh, the daughter of the Stone family you met yesterday. She sent 

unhappy, "Is there something wrong with her brain? Why is she 

couldn't help laughing, "No, she didn't scold me. She wants to invite me to dinner and apologize to me in 

person. And she said that if I don't agree, her father would kill her. Do you think we should go to dinner 

with 

"Of course we should. She humiliated you yesterday and scolded me. I need to hear how she apologizes, 

and then decide whether to forgive her or 

heartily, "You're really sensible. And you know how to save money 

and Mommy don't give much pocket money. But Keith said, I am the prospective heiress of the Lloyd's 

Corp, so I will definitely have a lot 

was heartwarming, but couldn't 

burial 'can be removed. I am still very young, and I want to stay with you for a few more decades. I don't 

want to be 

"Got it!" 

girl." Anthony coaxed softly, and according to Molly's wishes, he replied to Nevaeh's message and 

will choose the place to have a meal, but she treats guests and she pays. I want to choose the most 

expensive and luxury restaurant in Suham. Make 

it's up to 

later, Nevaeh made a reservation for a 

Molly in, she was standing outside the restaurant waiting. When she saw 

you yesterday, you arrived a few minutes early and sat in the room waiting for me. You didn't even get 

up when I went in. 

was mixed with 

then returned to normal. She said with an apologetic smile, 

and looked at Molly who 

opposite, snorted 

to call Anthony Daddy outside, so she was just here 

remembered her father's instructions, she hardened herseld and said to Molly, 

the room under the personal guidance of 



It is better than other famous restaurants in Suham . 

meat herself, dipped it in the sauce and handed it 

won't eat the food you give me." She pushed the 

was on Nevaeh's address 

he didn't call Molly 

already know Momo's identity, 

Chapter 692 She is a little fairy but you are just an aunt 

Anthony only learned this morning that Mavis had resigned from the aquarium three days ago. He didn't 

expect to see her here, let alone work as a waiter at the Yana Hotel. 

Mavis grabbed the apron nervously with both hands, maintaining a posture of lowering her head, "This 

matter... It's a long story and a bit complicated." 

Nevaeh, who was next to her, quickly realized that the three people knew each other, but she refused to 

accept, "Molly, this woman looks about my age, maybe even a year or two older than me. But you 

actually call me auntie?" 

Although this waitress was beautiful, she was too ordinary no matter how people looked at it, and was 

completely incomparable with the daughter of the Stone family. 

Molly hummed, "I don't value the face most but heart. Mavis has a good heart and is a little fairy. And 

Mavis looks better than you." 

Nevaeh scowled, "You mean, she has a good heart, but I have a bad heart?" 

Molly raised a small eyebrow. 

"I didn't say that. If you insist, auntie, I can't help it." 

Nevaeh was speechless. She was the daughter of the Stone family but not as good-looking as a mere 

waitress. Molly were blind, right? 

But she already knew Moll 's identity, she didn't retort but chose to remain silent. 

Molly jumped from Anthony's arms, ran to Mavis, and took Mavis's hand, "I went to the aquarium this 

morning, but I didn't see you. My godfather said you are going back to your hometown, and you 

probably won't come back again. But I meet you here." 

Over the past few years, Mavis had taken great care of Molly's little dolphin in the aquarium. 

And Anthony told Molly that Mavis saved her from falling into the water when she was more than one 

year old, so Molly had always regarded Mavis as an elder sister and a big friend all these years. 

Mavis bent over and touched Molly's little head, and liked her too. 

Molly: "Why do you work as a waitress here? Are you lack of money? My daddy, mommy and godfather 

are very rich. Mavis, you can play with me." 



"This..." Mavis smiled awkwardly. 

Mavis , I have something I want to talk to 

Callahan, our meal is not over yet. Is it inappropriate for you to do 

cuffs of his suit, and said in a cold tone, "I accept your apology, but you said you want to continue to 

understand me according to the blind date process. I don't think it is necessary. 

Molly forcefully into 

they left the 

"Mr. Callahan ..." 

to say something else, but the door slammed in response to her, and Anthony 

* 

corridor, Mavis tried to break free from Anthony's grip on her wrist, but Anthony squeezed it tightly, not 

giving her a 

she can really feel the 

and a little reluctant to let 

was thinking, and observed the surrounding environment, trying 

an unoccupied room, he said to the other waiters passing by, "Tell your 

at Mavis who was in the 

that Anthony released Mavis's wrist and gestured 

held, felt a little disappointed, and 

the seat next to him, and was just talking seriously, "Last time you said you were going back for a blind 

date, how did 

shook her head, "Not yet, I 

"Why?" Anthony wondered. 

eyes, "I originally wanted to go back to my hometown to settle down, but after I calmed down and 

thought about it, I felt that there is no one waiting for me in my hometown, or no one cares if I go back. 

And it is no fun to go back. I have stayed in Crana for more than four years. I am a little reluctant to 

She paused, feeling a little embarrassed, "If you had an unpleasant blind date with Miss Stone because 

of 

You don't need to feel guilty. Even if you don't show up, I don't plan to stay there, and I have made 

kind of woman are you looking 



consider returning to your hometown in a short time, then the meals and accommodation are all 

problems. If you want, you can always return to the aquarium and continue to be the administrator. In 

the few days when you haven't worked, I will give you annual leave, and your salary 

with both hands, and her fingers ruffled the fabric around the 

terms of work, you're really a good boss, approachable, and rare." She paused, 

Chapter 693 Are you interested in a date? 

Mavis was startled and shook her head hastily, "No, no." 

Molly covered her mouth and smiled, "If it's not true, why are you blushing? Are you shy?" 

Molly exposed it, and Mavis lowered her head and stopped talking. 

Seeing her reaction, anyone with a discerning ability could guess whether she was interested in 

Anthony. 

Not to mention Anthony himself. 

After thinking about it, Anthony turned his head and asked Molly who was in the seat next to him, 

"Momo, do you like Mavis ?" 

Molly nodded and said, "I like her. She's very good to me. If you let Mavis be my future godmother, I 

agree." 

"Godmother?" Mavis didn't expect it to be that far, and was suddenly mentioned by Molly. She was 

inexplicably nervous, and her eyes kept blinking. 

Anthony was looking up at her. 

Mavis had been seen at the aquarium from time to time over the years, but Anthony had never taken a 

close look at her face. 

After taking a serious look at this moment, he realized that although this girl was not stunningly 

beautiful at first glance, she was very attractive. 

It seemed to be getting better and better. 

She had blonde hair. And she was fair-skinned, tall, and wearing a waitress black apron will not make 

people look down on her. 

Her cheeks were flushed from shyness, and her fingertips touched the blond hair around her ears from 

time to time, which was a bit sexy on closer inspection. 

Anthony narrowed his eyes slightly, looked at Mavis, and then glanced at Molly, secretly having an idea. 

"Miss Mavis, although I don't know if the man you've been looking for all these years is me, but I know 

I've seen you in Teflayria, right?" 

Mavis didn't speak. 

He continued, "I've been on a blind date lately, and you know that too." 



Mavis lowered her head lower, "Yes, I know." 

"I wonder if you're interested in me ?" 

"What's the meaning?" 

and we know each other fairly well. I think if you're interested in me, we can 

"What?" 

Mavis was startled. 

even the blind date and start dating directly. Did 

already disheartened and prepared to go back to her hometown to be ridiculed by relatives, but she 

didn't expect that Anthony would take the initiative to invite her on a 

for a long time, and digested the words for 

my godfather? He is very considerate. He must be a good man in the future. If you miss him, you will 

never see 

to 

would never have the chance such 

Mavis couldn't agree more. 

"Okay, I agree." 

eyes were deep, hiding some thoughts, and he had a 

now, Anthony and Molly hadn't eaten a single bite 

simply ordered food directly, and 

the meal, the atmosphere was very 

third wheel, and acted like a spoiled child for Anthony to 

meal, Mavis's work as a waitress wasn't over, so she sent Molly and Anthony to the door of 

solemnly, "Momo and I are used to the aquarium being managed by you. If you are not used to being a 

waitress, you can come back at 

,Mr. 

his lips, "Still 

reacted, "Then...Mr. Anthony 

smiled with frowning eyes and interjected, "He means, you can call 

breathing was a bit chaotic. She forced a calm voice and said in 

His mature and steady expression seemed to be well-suited to her, and he 



I will send Momo to kindergarten first. Leave me a contact number and I 

"Pick me up?" 

agreed that it is 

day tomorrow, he will 

unspeakably happy. She felt like she was in a dream, and it was an extremely illusory 

you tomorrow 

smiled and nodded, and got into the luxury car with 

door was closed that the socializing smile on his face gradually disappeared, and he changed into 

and the luxury 

waved her hand to say goodbye to 

longer in sight that Molly was carried back to her seat by 

were always tender and doting. His whole heart was warm, and he will not reveal any 

really like Mavis?" Molly tilted her 

stroked her cheek gently, "As long as you 

Chapter 694 Destroy this beautiful doll 

"Hey, they have been gone for a few minutes. Are you so reluctant to part?" 

Nevaeh walked to Mavis's side, held her hands arrogantly, restrained her displeasure, and smiled at her. 

Mavis regained her senses and turned her head to meet Nevaeh's eyes. 

After all, the working day as a waitress was not over yet, so she bowed politely to Nevaeh, "Is there any 

need for you?" 

"I can't talk to you if I don't need anything? You kidnapped my engagement partner. Are you still 

reasonable?" 

Mavis argued, "I remember Mr. Anthony said just now that he and you were only on a blind date, and 

you haven't developed to the point of engagement. Besides, in the room just now, you saw that it was 

Mr. Anthony who was going to pull me away. I was not me kidnapping him." 

Nevaeh stared at her coldly for a long time, and didn't answer. 

Mavis: "You don't have anything in need, then I'll go to work first." 

After insisting on the last day, she planed to resign after a while. 

After all, she had only worked for three days, and if the restaurant wasn't going to pay her, she didn't 

want it anyway. 



It was the best news that she could date Anthony tomorrow. 

She turned her head and wanted to leave, but just two steps away, Nevaeh stopped her and asked 

gently, "Looking at your appearance, you are not from Crana, but you came here to work from another 

country?" 

"This is my personal business, not yours." 

"It has nothing to do with me, but I just ask you kindly." Nevaeh approached her and continued to 

whisper, "You can come out to be a waitress. It seems that your financial situation is not very good. I just 

heard that you are going to date Anthony. He is the man in power from a big family. Do you know the 

rules for dating him?" 

"What rules?" 

Mavis really didn't understand. Could it be that in Crana's upper class and wealthy families, even dating 

was required? 

'I have more experiences than you', Nevaeh patted Mavis's shoulder earnestly. 

official date, Anthony will definitely give you a gift. No matter what it is, the price will definitely not be 

low. The same 

Mavis bowed her head. 

sure she can't afford 

for four years and worked as an administrator at the aquarium before, the salary was quite decent, 

Suham was a big first-tier city where was known as the 

for living expenses 

told the director of the aquarium to resign a few days ago, and she hadn't received 

date gift 

relationship with Anthony, you have to 

talking 

in Teflayria. She was very simple. There was indeed a 

felt that by just standing by Nevaeh's side, Nevaeh had that kind of elegance 

at Nevaeh, Nevaeh 

around Mavis's waist, which didn't make her look bloated at all, but 

of straight and slender legs under the 

10-cm LCE gold high heels. Standing with her, 

height should be 

Nevaeh even 



feeling a little uncomfortable, this girl's appearance 

why Anthony chose Mavis 

her face, what kind of family background and education she had to compare 

unfair. She was coddled since she was a child. She was unwilling to lose to Mavis, and had 

about it, she made up her 

going on a date tomorrow, I can 

at her, 

more, and took a card from 

address and the manager's phone number. After you finish the work in the hotel, you can come and see 

around 9 pm. If you're worried, you can call and ask directly. 

Mavis took the card. 

name, it looked like a high-end 

can also guess that there will be some gray industries in 

think about it. I'll find another way to give Mr. Anthony a date gift. I'm also very grateful to you for 

helping me find a 

Chapter 695 I eat durian flesh, you kneel on durian shells 

Molly imitated him and spoke in a low voice, "Let's accompany Spencer together. You always escape like 

this. It's not a good way. We should apologize when we should. We should admit our mistakes when we 

should. One day, he will be touched by you and will forgive you!" 

Anthony's face paled a little bit and he rubbed the back of her small head, "This is not something that 

can be solved by an apology. Let me think of other ways." 

Molly pursed her lips and said, " Do you want to escape?" 

Anthony stopped talking. 

He just... didn't figure out how to deal with the Spencer the kid. 

Every time he saw Spencer in his bed, which looked so cute and sickly, he felt like he was terribly sinful 

and powerless. 

This will frustrate him. 

"Anthony." Molly grabbed his arm and swayed it back and forth, "Go in with me. Sometimes when 

Daddy makes mistakes, Mommy doesn't want to pay attention to him." 

"Daddy will keep pestering her. In order to please Mommy, he will do everything, and almost make a 

scene." 



Molly covered her mouth and snickered, and said slyly, "Why don't you buy a durian? If my brother 

doesn't want to forgive you, you will kneel on the durian shells. My brother will be very moved!" 

Anthony was speechless. 

There was no reason in this world for a godfather to kneel to his godson. 

Even if this relationship was put aside, there was no reason for the elders to kneel to the younger. 

But compared to this, he was more curious about Molly's thoughts, "How could you think of kneeling on 

durian shells to admit my mistake? Your father... Did he do it?" 

Molly shook her head honestly, "I don't know. When Mommy fixes Daddy, the door is closed. I have 

never seen it before. The sound insulation of their door is very good. I was close to the corner but I 

didn't hear any sound." 

Anthony couldn't help but scowl a little. 

Closed door, fixing... 

related 

and there were 

asked, 

"Because durian is delicious! I want to eat it, and my brother likes it too. When the time comes, you 

kneel on the durian shells, and Spencer and I can eat durian flesh. Don't 

don't like durian, pineapple is also a good choice! It's 

a caring goddaughter ... such 

conversation between the two, they disturbed Spencer, who 

but naive 

who was outside the door, was startled. Her eyes widened, and she immediately covered her mouth, 

"Oh, didn't I speak too loudly? Does 

"We're not conspiring to 

head and sighed silently, "Go to accompany with Spencer 

"Yeah!" Molly exclaimed. 

* 

Molly happily jumped towards Spencer 

There are fruits to eat 

was expressionless, glanced at her, and poked her head away when she was about 



come back after only half an hour's video conference. It's been 15 minutes. She will come back to 

accompany 

with you. By the way, he is here to confess to you. 

directly stated things that Anthony hadn't agreed to 

"Will he... kneel to me? Did he 

"Yeah!" Molly was sure. 

dumbfounded, and his brows were shaking, but that didn't offset his disgust for 

I'm too young. If I am bowed down by my elders, I will die. Does he really 

face gradually faded 

for a while, then changed her words, "Actually... he just said to buy durian and pineapples. Whether to 

kneel or not, he 

of him, so take advantage of today, think of some bad tricks, and punish him! It's okay 

mouth twitched, "Molly, are you 

tilted her 

of reconciliation between you, I can eat two more pomegranates... ah no, it's worth 

prepared. If 

Chapter 696 He is so strong 

Peeling durian by hands? 

Anthony was startled. 

The durian was full of spikes, and it was almost impossible to peel it off by hands without the help of 

tools. 

There was no smile on Molly's face. She originally thought that her brother would just bully her 

godfather a little. 

Who would have known that her brother made such a ruthless request. 

She weakly tugged at Spencer's sleeve, "Spencer, durian is difficult to peel, right? If he peels it with his 

hands, it will bleed a lot, right?" 

Spencer frowned. A hint of irritability flashed on his little face, "If you can't fulfill my request, you can 

leave immediately, and don't bother me again in the future." 

"No, since I promised you, I will definitely finish it." 

A warm smile appeared on Anthony's face. 



Spencer glanced at the gentle smile on his face, snorted, had his little hands crossed, and turned his 

head to look out the window, "Then peel it off." 

Anthony took the durian out of the bag and observed it for a while, wondering where to start. 

Spencer, who had an inhuman expression, had a hard-hearted look. 

He shook his head and laughed. Spencer was so much like Malcolm. 

At such a young age, he can come up with such ruthless tricks. 

If Molly was like a glutinous rice ball filled with bean paste, then Spencer was a whole bowl of black 

sesame paste. 

It was ss expected of a Malcolm's gene. 

He sighed inwardly and began to try to peel the durian. 

There were too many thorns, the durian shell was hard, and the strength of the fingers had no place to 

exert. 

Molly watched nervously and helped him observe the durian. 

"Is it difficult to peel? Or forget it. I don't want to eat durian. I will think of another way next time to 

make Spencer forgive you." 

small, I won't be able to hear you. He promised me the three requests 

but my godfather can't seem to open the 

just 

Click - 

and slashed directly at the 

was better than short-term one. Anyway, if there was no blood in this hand today, he was afraid it will 

not work. After observing the durian, Anthony 

camp, his judgment 

two kids, and Spencer leaned over 

"Wow! It's really open! You're so good! The durian meat smells so smelly, but the more smelly it 

her eyes lit 

was blank and 

expect this to be easy 

He failed. 

exclaimed , quickly realized that something was wrong 



hand is shaking..." She grabbed Anthony's wrist just splitting 

slightly and uncontrollably, 

a lot of blood. Do you hurt? I 

blowing frantically at 

his face. Then he said in a gentle voice, 

didn't speak but kept his eyes on his 

Because of the virus, when he didn't bleed and vomit blood, his body will feel painful 

bloody from the spikes, and it must have been a hundred times more painful than his 

not honest at 

I have been taking injections and taking medicine all these years, and it will be 

smiled lightly, "As long as 

prevent the blood from getting on the durian flesh, he took out a plate and disposable gloves 

pelt the durian flesh piece by piece and put 

so calm, unbelievably elegant, and those blue eyes were as calm as 

is bad your stomach. You are still young, so don't be too greedy. If you can't finish it, put it in the 

refrigerator 

disposable gloves were full of blood. 

the injury first? Will you die? It looks terrified. I am so 

face was a little pale, and her small facial features were wrinkled. She 

doctor to deal 

"Then you eat durian 

Chapter 697 Lyra doubts her life 

In the hallway, Anthony tore off the disposable gloves and observed the injury on his hand. 

He was about to go downstairs when he met Lyra who was coming back from the bathroom. 

Lyra had finished the video conference. In order not to bring the bacteria on the mouse to the baby, she 

washed her hands and disinfected before returning to the ward. 

When she met Anthony head-on, she almost immediately saw the blood on Anthony's hand. And when 

Anthony wanted to hide his hand behind him, it was too late. 

"You are hurt?" 

Anthony smiled lightly and replied, "Nothing serious. I fell on the way here." 



Lyra was keenly aware of the unusual, "With your skills, even if your got slippery, you won't be injured 

like this. Won't you say there are nails on the ground when your hand hits the ground when you fall?" 

"You know me well." He laughed. 

"Laboratory security measures and cleanliness are super-class. There are no sharp objects like nails on 

the ground. You don't usually lie to me like this. What's going on?" 

Anthony smiled, "I can't hide anything from you." 

... 

After a few minutes. 

The door of the ward was opened slowly. 

Spencer, who was frantically eating durian, threw the small half of the durian flesh in his hand into the 

trash in one second, and wiped off the traces on the corner of his mouth. 

It was Lyra who was coming in. 

Although Spencer moved quickly, he still couldn't hide it from Lyra. 

"Mommy, have you finished the meeting? Actually, there's no need to hurry. The work is very 

important. I am used to the infusion. I can do it alone." 

Lyra didn't speak, and walked over to his bed with a calm expression. 

Her eyes inadvertently landed on the corner of his small mouth, and there were residues of durian flesh 

on it. And the stench of durian wafted throughout the room. 

He obviously liked eating durian so much. Why did he throw away the half of the unfinished piece when 

he saw her coming in? 

a tissue from the bedside table and gently wiped the corners of Spencer's 

obediently. There was nothing unusual 

something, and her expression became more and more serious, "Did you 

only dissipated a 

didn't he tell you it's all of his own volition? He agreed to 

asked him, and 

gave birth to. I know best what kind of character you have. You want to take revenge on him. He must 

obey everything because of guilt. 

Spencer was wordless. 

didn't take the opportunity to fight 

he think too badly 



seen his mum who was always gentle and considerate, become so serious with him. Although he blamed 

am a bad child and hurt Anthony's hand? So should you punish 

"Spencer..." Lyra sighed again. 

do infusion therapy every day to endure pain. I just want to spite 

and it was the first time 

he stubbornly opened his eyes wide, without blinking. He did not want to let the 

heart was 

sensitive. She hadn't said anything yet, but Spencer 

Spencer into her arms and patiently patted her back 

not punish you. You asked 

up at her, not 

are not angry at 

the point of being angry? He made you sick, and you let him chop 

to propose this kind of retribution to the kid, now that Spencer had done it and she had no reason 

a little surprised, "I thought you would teach 

kid. You do the math Olympiad that's for students in the first year of junior high when you're five years 

old. You are a genius in your 

can't do too much, such as seriously threatening his life. Or in the case that the other party doesn't do 

anything to you, just because 

Lyra supported him and always stood by him, she was not 

people did not offend her, she will 

did not take the initiative to cause troubles, but 

her principle which 

nodded firmly, "Don't worry, Mommy. I understand, 

been holding her breath 

almost 

This room... 

Chapter 698 The innocent who enters the den 

Mavis went to the counter and browsed through all these items. 



The prices of cheapest watches ranged from a few thousand to ten thousand. 

There were hundreds of thousands, or even millions. 

She quietly turned on her mobile phone and used search engine to check some relevant information 

about Anthony. 

He was a rich and handsome entrepreneur and she did searched his related news. 

Mavis found the official website of the Callahan Group and the official picture of the CEO, and paid close 

attention to the watch on Anthony's wrist. 

It seemed to be a diamond strap. Although the pointer was not clear, it should also be of precious 

material and valuable. 

She was afraid it was a watch costed a million dollar. 

If she bought a watch of several thousand dollars, did it seem too casual and too cheap? 

But she didn't even dare to think about those famous and expensive watches. 

She quickly gave up her desire to buy a watch. 

Next, wallet, perfume... 

After shopping for more than half an hour, Mavis finally selected a men's eau de toilette from the luxury 

brand JG, which was priced at 59,999.99 at the counter. 

Mavis counted it seriously. 

It was not ridiculously expensive like a watch. Anthony didn't appear to be wearing perfume when they 

met at noon today. 

If she bought one for him, it was just right. 

Mavis took a few glances at the perfume, and after being scorned by the shopping guide several times, 

she tried the top notes, middle notes, and back notes of the fragrance. 

It was elegant, fragrant and noble. 

When she was appreciating this perfume, the shopping guide said euphemistically, "Miss, if you don't 

buy it, don't try it again. This is the main hit this season. Only the last bottle is left in stock. After the last 

bottle is sold out, I'm afraid the next purchase will be in a few months." 

Mavis became more and more determined to buy this perfume, "Then please keep the last bottle for 

me. I will definitely come and buy it tonight. Even if I don't come tonight, I will definitely come and buy it 

tomorrow morning at the latest!" 

so earnestly, "Well then, I'll leave it for you until 

thank 

out her phone and looked at her poor 



20,000 dollars. After paying the rent for the next quarter, she had to 

can 

of money 

Nevaeh gave her 

the card out of her pocket, she called the manager's 

temporary job at 

named Nevaeh Stone, and she asked me to make 

I must be at your place 

on the phone. It was half past 8, and there was still half an 

I'll be right over 

phone, she followed the address on the card and rushed to Center Street. There was a high-end bar 

called Club 

music was so 

and revelry made she thinking they were living a luxury 

of situation very much, so she followed the manager and walked 

Sam. You can call 

his hands together, and politely called out, 

no shortage of people here, but Miss Stone is a frequent visitor here, Diamond VIP. You are the person 

she introduces. Even if I 

DJ sound, Mavis's body 

slightly, "Thank 

figure and appearance from time to time, "Your face looks quite pure, like an exotic doll. You should be 

very popular, but 

lowered her head and 

white T-shirt, clean and simple, seemed 

beauties passing by, and found that all of them were wearing miniskirts, ultra-shorts, high heels with 

black silk 

were graceful, enchanting and sexy , with all kinds of amorous 

was like a innocent rabbit who had 

realized that what she was wearing was really out of place, "If it's 



him at noon, saying that Sam could not 

need, just wear this one, and wear it as you will. Maybe some bosses are used to seeing the gorgeous. If 

they want to change their tastes, they might like you, a beautiful 

thought it was a little weird, but she 

smiled slightly and 

straight to the door of a luxurious private room at the innermost part of the 

Chapter 699 She is resisting; she is not willing 

Callahan Residence. 

The sound of water in the bathroom stopped. 

Anthony came out of the bathroom in a baggy dark gray bathrobe, half-raised his strong arms, and 

wiped his wet short hair with a towel. 

Those delicate azure blue eyes looked lazy. With a high nose and noble facial features like an exotic 

prince, he was charming to the extreme when he smiled. 

The water droplets that were still on the body were making him even more abstinent. 

Every time after he took a shower, he wore a bathrobe that was tightly wrapped, and never used a 

towel to cover his waist. 

It was not because of his bad figure, but because of the beatings and tortures he had suffered, leaving 

scars on his body that can never be removed. 

He hated his ugly body and didn't even want to look at it. When he looked in the mirror, he must be 

wearing his clothes and only look at his face. 

Ring ring - 

It was a text message. 

Anthony inadvertently lowered his eyes and glanced at it. He didn't care much at first, but a few special 

words caught his attention. 

It was from an unknown number, but the text message mentioned Mavis. 

Anthony picked up his phone and took a look. 

[I heard that you and Mavis are going on a date tomorrow, but do you really know that woman? She 

doesn't deserve it at all. Come to Club Enchant on Central Street. I'll let you see with your own eyes how 

cheap she is behind your back...] 

Anthony frowned. His expression was solemn. 

The tone of the text message... 

The only person who knew that he took Mavis away at the restaurant during the day was Nevaeh. 



Club Enchant was where the people of upper class hang out, so why did Mavis go there? 

Realizing that the matter here was not simple, Anthony's blue eyes were cold and gloomy. He turned 

around and entered the changing room, and quickly changed into his clothes for going out. 

He left home and drove to the club 

As soon as he arrived at the door of the club, he saw a slender figure standing under the neon sign at the 

door. 

It was Nevaeh. 

guess you are coming, so I deliberately wait for you at the door. 

towards me since the day before yesterday. You don't like me at all and look down on me. Why waste 

your time on me, and bully Mavis? She is a 

it, his eyes were cold and his tone 

said I 

Mavis inside by accident. I will help you see the real face of that woman. You should 

didn't object that Anthony said she didn't 

you a few times. It's normal that I don't like you, but that doesn't mean I can't get to know you more and 

like you in 

manicure that she had just done in the afternoon, with an imperious expression on 

never allowed to despise her, not 

bound to take Anthony, which 

more, Anthony was indeed very handsome. Even if she just looked at his appearance, he was very 

attractive even 

the 

lazy to continue talking with such a woman, Anthony was afraid that he would not be able to restrain 

know what it meant to be sympathetic to these women 

Mavis? Take me 

words, he took the lead to bypass Nevaeh 

in the aisle with him, "It seems you don't often come and 

cold, and he continued 

three minutes, Nevaeh led 

looked up and it read 



you bring me here when you said you wanted 

in the private room now. If 

want you to see how dirty and cheap she is. There are surveillance cameras in the private 

was silent, 

door and raised her eyebrows slightly, "I have already told the people in the monitoring 

his cold eyes and walked 

to a Blu-ray high-definition computer by the person in 

room. 

lasted for 

far, it 

this what you mean by dirty? It's just a few songs. It's all 

tone, 

future woman to sing and dance for other men 

will still be 

"What are you anxious about? A woman like 

Anthony was sullen. 

the private room put down the microphone and seemed to have 

Chapter 700 If you bully her, I will bully you 

Originally, he just thought that this woman was very simple, even a little silly, and he could talk about 

the conditions in the future with her and deal with her as a marriage partner. 

He didn't expect her to be so brave, and she could be confrontational in that kind of environment. It was 

him who underestimated her. 

With gloomy blue eyes, he turned and left the monitoring room. Nevaeh got up and stopped in front of 

him again. 

"You don't like her, so why care about her so much? This is her choice, and you should respect her." 

"Get out." 

Nevaeh was stunned. For the past few days, although Anthony's attitude was indifferent, he had not 

been rude yet. Was he really angry? 

As she was thinking, Anthony suddenly grabbed her neck and squeezed tightly. 



Nevaeh blushed because of that, tried to break his hand, but her strength was not worth mentioning in 

front of Anthony. 

"Kill...kill me, do you dare?" 

She was the daughter of Stone Group. This was the monitoring room of Club Enchant, and there was 

staff. She was sure that Anthony will not dare. 

Anthony couldn't really do anything to her in public, but that didn't stop him from squeezing his fingers 

around Nevaeh's neck. 

He grabbed at Nevaeh's neck. Looking sullen, he whispered in her ear, 

"Don't mess with me. My patience is limited." 

"Someone once praised me as a pervert, lunatic, beast, scum..." 

"After all, I'm crazy. I'm not a human being. If you want to see it, I'll make it for you." 

The light words were filled with coldness, and his sinister eyes couldn't help but make others question 

the truth of these words. Just by looking at him a few times, she would be frightened with chills. 

He coldly loosened the shackles on Nevaeh, and Nevaeh fell to the ground in fright, losing her strength 

and not recovering for a while. 

This man was so scary, so scary... 

On the surveillance screen, Mavis scratched while pinching the broken bottle, and had already scratched 

two or three men who were trying to get close. The scene was getting more and more out of control. 

Anthony opened the door and left the surveillance room, heading to the private room displayed on the 

surveillance camera. 

It was 0555 VIP private room. 

"Get out, get out! Don't come near me. I'll really kill you!" 

and her blood-stained face looked 

was she who underestimated the beastly level of 

thought it was just drinking and singing to earn some quick tips, but she didn't expect 

and the door to the private room was 

be insulted like 

tears fell silently, and she was still waving angrily the broken wine bottle in 

with her. If 

had been chasing after 

She was very unwilling. 



Pat!! 

wine bottle in her hand was knocked 

up to restrain her hands and feet and pressed 

her clothes. Some pulled her 

because I look up to 

was on the verge 

I will never let you 

to bite her tongue 

noticed her intention, "This woman wants to die. Gag her mouth. If she wants to die, she has to be 

directly blocked her mouth, cutting off the last way she wanted to 

laughing and started 

Bang!! 

door of 

door with a chill all over his body, 

man re-buckled the metal buckle of the belt and walked towards 

his mobile phone, and slowly dialed a number in front of all the 

Enchant, there are six men in the 0555 VIP room who are making trouble and are bullying a 

What the heck! 

called the police when he just arrived. Was it 

White. What if they were 

the private room were all 

let go of Mavis' hands and 

off the wine table to the ground and shrank to the corner, not daring 

just playing with this woman. She also hurt several bosses. We didn't do 

get away, but it was hard if 

still stood at the door, and said gloomily, "It's useless to tell me this. Explain it 

Callahan! Don't inter-meddle! Don't think Callahan Group is in your hands and you can't be lawless. Be 

careful!" The man gritted his 

they didn't leave, the people from the National Investigation Bureau will 



guilty. They had 

seemingly a 


